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ABSTRACT: Two simple, mechanical modifications are introduced
to a consumer-grade inkjet printer to greatly increase its applicability.
First, roller isolation bars are added to unlock multiple prints on the
same substrate without smearing. This enables printing on a diverse
set of substrates (rigid, elastic, liquid, granular, and sticky). Second,
spring loadings are added to increase the print precision up to 50-fold,
which facilitates alignment to a pre-patterned substrate or between
successive prints. Utilizing the expanded substrate compatibility and
the increased print precision, we explore tunable loading of drug
combinations into microdevices. This loading method has promising
applications within point-of-care personalized medication. Further-
more, we show how inkjet printers with array-type printheads (in our case, 6 x 90 nozzles) allow for quasi-simultaneous loading of
reactants into microfluidic systems. The ability to do a quasi-simultaneous introduction of chemicals may be particularly useful for
studies of rapidly reacting systems of three or more reactants, where premature introduction can shift the initial conditions from the
intended. We believe that our modifications to an affordable system will inspire researchers to explore the possibilities of inkjet
printing even further.

■ INTRODUCTION

Photonic crystals,1−4 tissue engineering,5 (bio)chemical
sensing devices,6 drug loading7−11 and discovery,12 droplet
microarrays13 including emulsion droplets14 for polymerase
chain reaction,15 fabrication of microfluidics,16−18 metamate-
rials,19 and flexible electronics20these are just a few examples
of applications of high-end inkjet printing. The on-demand
droplet production and diverse material compatibility make it
possible for inkjet printing to offer both easy customization
and short iteration times. Compared to many traditional
fabrication methods, this flexibility allows the individual printer
to serve multiple purposes, which is much preferred from both
a consumer and an environmental perspective. Clearly, access
to inkjet systems could be beneficial for many researchers and
across most research fields.
Despite the advantage of owning a high-end inkjet system,

its typical price tag of $10,000 likely makes most research labs
hesitate with an acquisition. Probably for that same reason,
many studies present adaptation of consumer-grade inkjet
printers that typically cost a tenth or less. These inexpensive
inkjet printers show compatibility with widely different ink
choices and the ability to print electrical circuits,21 crystal
seeds,22 sensors,23,24 wettability patterned substrates,25,26

microfluidics,27,28 and more.29−35 They can even offer control
over the individual inkjet nozzle in an array-type printhead.36

While these consumer-grade inkjet systems already have
found widespread applications, they all share at least two
limiting characteristics. First, they all print on unprotruded
substrates, and second, they all only do first-prints. Most often,
consumer-grade printers have friction-based rollers for
substrate feeding, but exactly that causes both incompatibility
with most protruded substrates and smears out already
deposited ink when printing multiple times. Furthermore,
some almost unnoticeable uncertainty in the print position
always exists due to backlash. For first-prints, this small
imprecision often does not matter, but for multi-step
fabrication processes, half a millimeter in misalignment can
be detrimental. We conclude that there is a need for an
inexpensive solution, which overcomes these limitations on
substrate choice and with poor repeatability so researchers can
test the ideas that require more exotic substrates and/or
reliable alignment.
Therefore, we present modifications to an inexpensive

(∼$300) consumer-grade inkjet printer (Epson EcoTank
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L805) to overcome these two limitations. Furthermore, we
discuss how this inkjet solution can outperform high-end
systems on certain characteristics. This is possible by paying
special attention to the strengths of our consumer-grade photo
printer, which benefits from decades of optimization in speed,
DPI (dots per inch), and miniaturization. After initially
describing the modifications, we systematically study the
improved repeatability, the ability to print quasi-gradients
(which arises from the high speed and DPI), and the
broadened substrate compatibility spanning protruded sub-
strates and more atypical ones. Finally, we do two small
demonstrations that in different ways take advantage of our
system’s strengths. The first pertains to the loading of drugs in
microcontainers (microdevices intended for oral drug delivery)
and the second to the loading of reactants in microfluidic
systems.

■ RESULTS
Printer Modification and Characterization. In this

section, we describe the printer modifications that lead to the
high repeatability and enable alignment to a pre-patterned
substrate or between successive prints. Next, we quantify this
improved performance and print on various substrates to
exemplify the broadened substrate compatibility.
Modifications to the Printer. Two simple (Figure 1) and

quickly implemented mechanical modifications are made to
overcome the typical issues with smearing and misalignment
(convenience modifications were also introduced as seen in
Figure S1, but these do not affect the two main issues). First,
adding roller isolation bars creates a distance from the
substrate to the feeding rollers, which obsoletes the require-
ment of an unprotruded substrate and stops smearing (Figure
1a,b). With our choice of isolation bars (either electrical wires
or a cut DVD attached with double-sided tape), about 10% of
the print area is sacrificed to significantly increase the
versatility of the remaining 90% (see Figure S2 for a print
homogeneity test over the printing area). Second, two spring
loadings are introduced, one pulling the DVD tray feeder
toward the left side and one pushing the DVD tray to the left
inside the feeder (Figure 1c). The spring loads reduce the
misalignment in the repeated print from >500 μm to a sub-
visual level (we quantify the improvement in the next section).
Together, the isolation bars and the spring loads enable
repeated prints and significantly improve the precision in the
print position.
Improved Performance and Versatility of the Printer.

Before turning to the demonstrations, we characterize relevant
print characteristics and briefly show the increase in versatility:
we characterize the precision/misalignment in repeated prints
more extensively, we investigate the ability to print gradients,
and we show prints on substrates of various natures. For the
subsequent demonstrations, the reader will find that they have
been enabled by different combinations of the improved
aspects.
We used a test pattern comprising four 450 μm squares for

characterizing the precision upon repetitive printing. We
printed each test pattern (1, 2, 3...) with an offset of 1800
μm from the previous to easily distinguish the individual prints
(Figure 2a, right, N.B., some squares have an ink line detached,
which is due to the print driver’s conversion from a continuous
shape into one compatible with the discrete nature of the
nozzle array). The positions of the individual prints were
determined via a MATLAB script. In brief, the image

underwent a binary conversion using Otsu’s method for
threshold, the connected components were determined using
the built-in function bwconncomp (n = 8), and the positions of
the contained pixels were weighted using their respective
grayscale value to find the center of each print. Subtracting
positions of successive prints and the offset gave the marginal
misalignment (see Materials & Methods and Figure S3 for a
more detailed description of the analysis). The misalignments
(in both x and y direction) as a function of print number (1, 2,
3...) are plotted in Figure 2a (left) and are generally randomly
distributed around zero, indicating no continuous drift, which
indicates a good stability of the system without the need for
regular readjustments. The first four prints are all negative,
which can be by coincidence or due to a slight initial relaxation
of the mechanical system (i.e., DVD tray and feeder position).
Overall, a reduction in misalignment from ∼550 μm to
approximately 10 μm is evident, which allows for applications
where such high precision is required.
As a next thing, we characterized the ability to print

gradients, something that is particularly interesting as it
benefits from the decade-long industrial optimization of
speed and droplet density. Applications of these gradients
include screening where all concentrations in a given range are

Figure 1. Two simple mechanical printer modifications (to the left)
and their effects on printing an aiming cross twice (to the right). (a)
As-purchased printer smears out the first cross and misaligns the
second. (b) Adding roller isolation bars removes the smearing, but the
misalignment (550 μm) persists. (c) Introducing two spring loadings
(encircled with red) significantly reduces the uncertainty in the tray
position, which improves alignment to a sub-visual level as is evident
from the two crosses printed on top of each other. The scale bars are
5 mm.
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investigated. In our characterization, we printed three common
gradients, namely, a linear, an exponential, and a sinusoidal.
The results are seen in Figure 2b. The gradients are not
perfectly smooth but exhibit some oscillations due to the finite
number of nozzles (nozzle−nozzle distance of 60 μm). The
period of observed oscillations is ∼100 μm. At first, it may
seem like an issue, but it is only so when the relevant length
scale of the intended application is compared to the period of
these oscillations. In addition, with some ingenuity, it could
probably be used for one’s advantage, perhaps as local
concentration minima acting as, e.g., cell traps?
We exemplify the expanded range of possible substrates,

which no longer is restricted to those that are both stiff and
unprotruded (Figure 2c). We present a diverse set of substrates
(including flexible/stiff, wicking/non-wicking, solid/liquid,
granular, and sticky) with their individual advantages. The
non-wicking allows to make pico- to nanoliter-volume digital
droplet reactors (Figure 2c-i);37−39 the paper can be used for
paper-based microfluidics via its wicking (Figure 2c-ii);40−42

flexible substrates offer the possibility to increase the resolution
in one direction by sacrificing resolution in the orthogonal
direction (Figure 2c-iii).43,44 In addition to solid continuous
materials, we also print on both liquid substrates (oil, Figure
2c-iv) and granular (sugar, Figure 2c-v), which would
otherwise have been displaced by the rollers in the absence
of our roller isolation bars. We imagine that printing atop of a
granular/colloidal material could be used to create macro-scale
patterns of self-assembled colloids, e.g., print sol−gel to induce
evaporative, colloidal co-assembly.45

As a last type of substrate, we show printing on sticky
materials (e.g., single-sided tape, Figure 2c-vi). One of the

applications we envision is within the rapid prototyping of
microfluidics; hence, we named the approach “sticky fluidics”.
A desired fluidic layout is printed on tape, which subsequently
is attached to a non-wicking surface; here, a LEGO brick.
Besides resembling the rapid prototyping of surface micro-
fluidics, it has advantages over this such as an increased
pressure barrier (similar to the advantage of freestyle fluidics46

but with the potential of an even larger pressure barrier due to
the solid barrier, i.e., tape). Contrary to many other
microfluidic systems, the sticky fluidics is not restricted to
planar designs but can be bent around corners, which allows
novel circuit layouts. In summary, this sticky fluidics can offer
rapid microfluidic prototypes with large pressure breakdown
values that are not restricted to planar layouts.

Demonstrations. With the hope to inspire fellow
researchers to explore new applications of consumer-grade
inkjet systems, we now present two different demonstrations.
The first relates to personalized medicine via tailorable, waste-
free drug loading of microcontainers and the second to
microfluidics, where we, in a quasi-simultaneous way, inject
reagent combinations into individual inlets. The demonstra-
tions purposely take advantage of the introduced roller spacing,
the alignment possibility, and the commercial photo printer’s
speed and DPI.

Drug Loading: Personalized Medicine via Inkjet Printing.
Oral delivery is often the preferred route of drug admin-
istration due to its convenience for patients. However, physical
barriers in the body, the low pH of the stomach, and enzymatic
degradation in the gastrointestinal tract can limit bioavailability
upon oral administration.47,48 Therefore, microcontainers, one
type of microdevices (SEM micrograph in Figure 3a-left), have

Figure 2. Characterization and exemplification of improved performance. (a) Test of the precision in print repeatability, where the marginal
misalignment is calculated as the discrepancy between the measured and designed print position (the dashed lines are the calculated standard
deviations). On the right is the optical microscopy image of the printed pattern with the two-by-two unit cell together with its stepping procedure.
The squares and spaces are both 450 μm. (b) High DPI of the photo printer (up to 5760 × 1440) unlocks the printing of pseudo-gradients. Here,
we print three common 1D gradients and characterize them by measuring the average pixel intensity in the vertical direction. To the right, the
optical microscopy images of the three gradients are shown. (c) Introduction of roller isolation bars also allows printing on a diverse set of
substrates. We present a subset hereof, including (i) stiff and non-wicking, (ii) flexible and wicking, (iii) elastic, (iv) liquid, (v) soluble granules, and
(vi) sticky.
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developed as a concept, offering protection of the drug until it
arrives at the intestinal wall where the drug can be released
from the microcontainers and then enter the blood-
stream.47,49−51 Before administration, the drug must be loaded
into the microcontainers, which can be a challenge due to their
small size.
With our improved repeatability, it is possible to load the

microcontainers with a consumer inkjet printer. Before
modification, this was not possible due to a marginal
misalignment comparable to the lateral container dimension
(∼230 μm, recall Figure 1b and Figure 3a-left). By first
printing an alignment pattern on a DVD and subsequently
aligning the microcontainer chip hereto using a micro-
manipulator, we load the microcontainers with a solution
and with minimal waste (see Figure S4). Multiple printing runs
fill up the microcontainers as seen in Figure 3a-right. With this
inkjet system, microcontainers can be loaded with a single drug
or a combination of up to six drugs (by the use of the six ink
channels of the printer).
In this demonstration, we chose just two model drugs,

furosemide and propranolol, to simplify the decomposition of
the signals in a subsequent in vitro release study. The drugs are
printed in mixtures with printer inks/dyes (yellow and
magenta, respectively) to easily confirm their printing via
visual inspection (the mixing with ink is not critical, but it is
convenient at a technology-development-stage). The release
study was performed with a UV−vis spectrometer in situ
microdissolution setup (MicroDISS Profiler, Pion Inc., USA)
depicted in Figure 3b-left and the decomposition via the
construction of calibration curves in advance (Figure 3b-right
shows examples of the unmixed signals used for the
calibration). To enhance the signal in the release study, we
loaded the drug mixtures both in and between the micro-
containers. This was done to better resolve and demonstrate
the tunable release kinetics, but the solutions (although smaller
amounts) can be printed only into the microcontainers as

evident from Figure 3a-right. After printing of 15 drug layers
(10 of one drug and 5 of the other; each layer is estimated to
contain 40 nL of drug solution by assuming a droplet−droplet
pitch equal to the nozzle−nozzle pitch and a single droplet
volume of 1.5 pL), the solvents were evaporated, and the
release kinetics (under stirring) were characterized. The
temporal spectra are seen in Figure 3c-top, and the release
curves for the individual drugs are presented in Figure 3c-
bottom (the signals were decomposed using the absorptions at
552 and 500 nm). We see how the total dose is adjusted via the
number of layers but also how the release rate (the slope of the
release curve) can be tuned by changing the order of the API
layers. The stability of the APIs during the inkjet printing
depends on the drug, but for a piezo printhead, only shear
stresses may influence the structural stability.52,53

Previously, research groups already explored inkjet printing
to load planar microdevices,7,9−11 even to create the micro-
devices themselves by printing 5% polymeric solution
(Eudragit FS 30 D), which upon evaporation forms the
microdevice via the coffee ring effect.8 These existing examples
all use high-end systems, which are unaffordable for most
research groups where the development of the inkjet platform
is not the focus. Our inexpensive alternative allows most
research groups to explore this direction without a large
investment. Furthermore, while these high-end systems are
typically optimized for precision and volumetric throughput,
they are at points less flexible than a photo printer is. A photo
printer allows for the simultaneous loading of tailored drug
combinations and thereby tunable drug release profiles. While
we loaded the different drugs in separate layers, they can
alternatively be loaded side by side or as a combination of
both, resulting in different compositions of neighboring
microcontainers’ load. The ability to tailor the drug
combination on a case-by-case basis can be combined with
the printing of polymer lids of different selective adhesion or
degradation properties (e.g., pH dependency,54 enzyme

Figure 3. Inkjet loading of drugs into microcontainers for personalized medicine. (a-left) Tilted SEM micrograph showing the microcontainers
prior to drug loading. (a-right) Optical microscopy images of the microcontainers after the 1st and 10th print, which demonstrates the possibility to
do tailored loading with minimal waste. (b-left) Illustration of the UV−VIS in situ microdissolution system for measuring the amount of drug
released into the solution at a given time. (b-right) Unmixed absorption signals for the two drugs/dyes mixtures. (c-top) Temporal drug release
spectra from microcontainers loaded with first 10 doses/layers of either propranolol or furosemide and then 5 doses/layers of the other drug. (c-
bottom) Using the unmixed signals, the temporal spectra are decomposed to visualize the release kinetics for the individual drugs in the two loading
examples.
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sensitive,55 and degradation rate56). In that way, different dose
levels can be delivered to different parts of the gastrointestinal
tract.
Microfluidics: Quasi-Simultaneous Loading of Reactants.

The second demonstration elucidates new possibilities within
the reactant loading of microfluidics. Here, the consumer-grade
inkjet printer offers several advantages over pipette loading or
even loading via a high-end inkjet system. The pipetting system
(even pressure wave assisted57) does not produce equally small
droplets, which is problematic as it limits the downscaling of
the microfluidic system. The high-end inkjet systems can
deliver picoliter droplets but often have far fewer nozzles
(often just one) than the consumer-grade array-type printhead
(here with 6 × 90 nozzles). One great advantage of an array-
type printhead is the possibility to do quasi-simultaneous
loading, i.e., to load multiple reactants (typically up to four or
six) in the same or different inlets within milliseconds.
Figure 4a shows a schematic of the quasi-simultaneous

loading of a microfluidic system. For this demonstration, a

microfluidic system with nine inlets (diameter of 2.5 mm) was
prepared via layer-by-layer assembly of 100 μm-thick CO2 laser
cut polymethyl methacrylate sheets (see Figure S5 for further
details on the fluidic layout and experimental setup). A top-
view image of the fluidic system is shown in Figure 4b-left and
the loading pattern in Figure 4b-right. This pattern is designed
with identical loading volumes (estimated to be 2 nL) of all
inlets, but three of the inlets have quasi-simultaneous loading
of two reactants. Figure 4c shows the temporal evolution of
this diffusive system with photographs taken after 0 min, 1 min,
2 h, and 16 h The photo from immediately after loading (t = 0
min) shows how the loading of multiple reactants in the same
inlet well is possible with little droplet impact-induced mixing.
Several other advantages in reactant loading arise from using

an inkjet system and particularly an array-type one. While the
introduction of two reactants to each other is also possible
using a pipette, the simultaneous introduction of three or more
becomes severely challenging. If the critical reaction time scale
compares to or is shorter than the pipetting time, then the

system will already have changed when the third reactant is
introduced. Furthermore, the inkjet system allows for a
repeated or semi-continuous introduction of more reactants
with only little impact-induced mixing due to the small droplet
size. Also, it empowers sub-picoliter adjustment of the ejected
droplet’s volume, facilitating delicate tuning of the loaded
reactant volume. This ability to load reactants as thousands of
small (picoliter) volumes, as compared to a few larger volumes,
allows for a smoother increase in the system’s reactant
concentration. This is, for example, highly relevant in the
cryopreservation of oocytes as the addition of cryoprotectants
(CPAs) can be toxic if the change in concentration is too
abrupt, so protocols have been developed with step-wise
addition of CPAs to the cells.58 Here, the inkjet system with its
delivery of digit picoliter volumes can be a much-needed tool
for providing the smooth concentration gradient needed to
minimize toxicity. Finally, the array-type inkjet system allows
for more complicated initial conditions in reactant distribution,
which can perhaps be utilized in block copolymer self-assembly
systems to have lateral functionality gradients emerge.

■ DISCUSSION
In the following, we further discuss strengths, weaknesses, and
opportunities of this consumer-grade inkjet system. First, in
this study, we demonstrated the improved performance mostly
using the supplied printer inks, but the choice of a piezo-type
printer means compatibility with both non-volatile and heat-
sensitive “inks”. To this end, other studies have demonstrated
consumer-grade inkjet printing of liquids containing mamma-
lian cells,59 bacteria,60 polymers,61 conductive materials,62 and
colloids63 just to mention a few. That said, further optimization
of the compatibility is still needed as evidenced by frequently
reported issues with nozzle clogging.
For drug loading, nozzles prone to clogging may require

using lower drug concentration and that reduces loading
efficiency. A recent study by Modak et al. showing improved
mass loading may alleviate this issue.64 Still, many solid drugs
are poorly water-soluble resulting in a small loading efficiency,
e.g., furosemide has a solubility of ∼1 wt/vol % (typical
commercial solution with pH 8.0−9.3), leading to unreason-
able long loading times for human dosage levels. The loading
efficiency could also be improved via surface functionalization
of the microcontainers,7 but further hardware and software
modifications are likely needed before the system performs
sufficiently well. In particular, rewriting the printer driver to
allow control over the individual nozzles (similar to what
Waasdorp et al. did36) will reduce time spent on unnecessary
head movement. Also, incorporation of a heating element
would allow for continuous operation loading rather than a
batch-like process, where the containers are alternately being
filled and heated for solvent evaporation. This thermal
treatment could of course mean a decreased compatibility
with temperature-sensitive drugs. Incorporation of camera-
assisted alignment of the print to the chip (rather than the
opposite) will also greatly improve the usability. If these
upgrades are made and the drug loading system is FDA
approved, then it may one day be possible for consumers to
daily have the optimal drug combinations printed out at home
in a point-of-care (PoC) fashion.
We also investigated the ability to print gradients, which has

applications such as functionality gradient for sensing65 or
liquid guiding.66 Another impactful use of printed gradients lies
within the interaction between bacteria and antibiotics. Here, a

Figure 4. Quasi-simultaneous injection of multiple reactants into a
microfluidic system. (a) Schematic of the inkjet system during the
reactant loading of the microfluidic system. (b-left) Top view of
fabricated microfluidic demo together with the (b-right) test pattern
for the demonstration. (c) Time-series photographs of diffusive
mixing in the microfluidic system.
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standard experiment is the determination of the minimum
inhibition concentration (MIC)67 done in either liquid media
or on plates of a solid growth medium. Using inkjet gradient
printing, we envision that this experiment can be sped up
significantly via more pronounced parallelization. The
advantage over other MIC methods becomes even larger
when printing orthogonal gradients of two antibiotics to
determine the combined MIC. This is relevant since
combinations of antibiotics are often administered and
collecting data hereon is time and resource consuming due
to the non-linear scaling (here, N2) of combinatorial chemistry.
To realize the inkjet MIC, agar plates with bacteria can be
prepared to fit the DVD tray and hereon, antibiotics (e.g.,
ciprofloxacin) are printed as either discrete regions or a semi-
continuous gradient (see Figure S6). For a 2D system, the
Brownian mean square displacement is =x Dt4 , where D is
the diffusion constant and t is the time. The characteristic time
for diffusing an oscillation period of 100 μm (revisit Figure 2b)
is for ciprofloxacin in water (with D =4×10−10 m2/s) about 6 s.
Thus, antibiotic diffusion expectedly will smooth out the
oscillations. With this faster method for MIC determination,
personalized antibiotic dosing will also be made easier. In the
Supporting Information, we present some development in this
direction as a guide for future studies.
Lastly, we discuss a few applications where inkjet printing

may bring novelty. First, within the marriage between bottom-
up and top-down fabrication, patterned self-assembly or
assembly gradients could be made easier with inkjet printing.
A printed liquid pattern can exert a rationally designed
capillary force to locally tune the morphology of an otherwise
homogeneous system. This is beneficial since industrial
productions can then be optimized for producing a single
material that is subsequently tuned for the specific application.
A second application is within anti-counterfeit, where unique
molecular fingerprints on surface-enhanced Raman spectros-
copy (SERS) substrates can be printed on high-end products
or cases where the absence of tampering is paramount (e.g.
drugs for medical treatment). A third application is the printing
of crystal seeds for spatially controlled crystal growth.22

Previously, crystal growth has been directed via self-assembled
monolayers,68 but inkjet printing offers on-demand flexibility.
One use is within drug monitoring, where a recent study
characterized bulk drug properties by measuring the resonance
properties of single drug particles.69 Printing a seed pattern of
this drug could enable the parallelization of this character-
ization method to speed up data collection. The fourth, and
last, suggested application is camera-assisted spatially adaptive
dosing, where events in a 2D system could be monitored with a
camera and inkjet interventions could be made as per desire.
For instance, this could either be as negative and/or positive
feedback mechanisms or could be as an alternative to optical
tweezers for cell movement in photosensitive cases. Here, the
movement of cells could be guided via the injection of
nutrients in a 2D reservoir containing the cells.

■ CONCLUSIONS

We introduced simple, mechanical modifications to a
consumer-grade printer to overcome typical issues with
smearing and poor repeatability. The improved repeatability
unlocks alignment to a pre-patterned substrate or between
successive prints with a marginal misalignment of about 10 μm.
The introduction of roller isolation bars solves the issue with

smearing and also enables printing on diverse substrates, such
as protruded, liquid, granular, and sticky, all with each of their
set of advantages. The original purpose of photo printing
provides a DPI sufficiently high to print gradients that are
particularly useful for screening/sensing applications. Our
improvements, together with the long-lasting optimization of
consumer-grade printers, unlock a vast number of applications,
two of which we briefly touch upon. We demonstrate (1) how
the improved alignment means that liquid drugs can be
efficiently loaded into submillimeter containers, which is a
possible pathway for PoC personalized medicine, particularly
when it becomes possible to screen people’s health and
optimize their medication plan daily. Second is (2) that the
inkjet injection of reactants into a microfluidic system can be
done quasi-simultaneously due to the array-type printhead and
high speed of the consumer-grade inkjet system. Lastly, we
briefly discuss the advantages of low-cost inkjet printers for the
field of combinatorial chemistry. We believe to have proven the
usefulness of such a system and inspired researchers to further
explore new applications.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Inkjet Printer, Image Analysis, Reagents, and Materi-

als. We used a piezoelectric inkjet printer of type Epson
EcoTank L805, but the modifications can be applied to other
types (such as thermal types) or brands of inkjet printers with
an optical disc (CD/DVD/Blu-ray) printing function. More
precisely, the roller isolation bars work with printers having a
friction-based feeding mechanism and the spring loading when
there is a large clearance to close. Both are common for
consumer printers. For the characterization, we analyzed all
images with scripts written in MATLAB R2017b. Reagents
used were DL-propranolol (Acros Organics, Geel, Belgium),
furosemide (Fagron, Uitgeest, The Netherlands), and cipro-
floxacin hydrochloride (Fagron, Uitgeest, The Netherlands).
The microcontainers were loaded with furosemide and
propranolol mixed with yellow and magenta Epson printer
ink/dye, respectively. The drugs had inks added to allow easy,
visual confirmation of their printing.

Demonstrations. In brief, the methodology regarding the
demonstrations is as follows (more details provided in the
following sections and the Supporting Information). Micro-
containers were fabricated by photolithography in SU8, while
the microfluidic system was a layer-by-layer assembly of 100
μm-thick polymethyl methacrylate sheets using double-sided
tape.

Two Small Printer Modifications. Overcoming the two
severely limiting issues, namely, smearing and misalignment,
required two small modifications. First, the rollers feeding the
substrate into the printer cause the smearing as they are in
contact with the area being printed on. However, the rollers are
mounted with springs, which makes it possible to install roller
isolation bars on the substrate. They lift the rollers from the
substrate to enable multiple prints without smearing. Our
choice of bars does decrease the printable area by 5−10%, but
this number is easily reducible. Second, a gap of about 500 μm
exists to ease the DVD tray insertion. Consequently, a
comparable uncertainty is risked in the tray position from
one tray loading to the next, which makes deliberate alignment
difficult. Therefore, two spring loadings are added to minimize
this backlash-induced position uncertainty.

Printer Characterization. The repeatability in the print
position is critical to alignment. To assess this performance
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characteristic, a print pattern comprising two-by-two squares of
size 450 with spacing 450 was stepped 36 times using a pitch of
1800 μm. The choice of 450 μm matches the pitch of the
microcontainer array but could be decreased. The minimum
feature size is governed by the substrate, and the single droplet
volume (approximately 1.5 pL), which in our case resulted in a
40−70 μm diameter spot. The ability to print squares is limited
by this spot size. Furthermore, we experimentally determined
the minimum spacing between features to be between 90 and
160 μm. To assess the alignment, optical microscopy images
(Zeiss Axio Zoom.V16, Zeiss, Germany) of the 450 μm pitch
test print were captured. The marginal misalignment was
assessed with a tailored MATLAB R2017b script. The script
initially rotates the image so that it aligns with the print
direction. Subsequently, a mask is created from the image
using the im2bw function with Otsu’s method and eroded so
that only background pixels are preserved. Using this mask, the
average background intensity level is calculated and subtracted
from the original image and simultaneously inverted. In this
image, the connected components are identified using the
bwconncomp function and subsequently labeled. Each
component then has its center of mass calculated using the
inverted, background-corrected image as eight. Now, using the
centers’ x and y coordinates, the prints are grouped according
to the print design (two by two groups), and the average
position is found as a simple mean. Finally, it calculates the
marginal misalignment as the difference between the expected
print center location and the measured one.
The ability to print gradients (and not just black/white)

allows spatial heterogeneity (other than binary) in reactant
amounts with a single print. Therefore, we choose to
characterize also this important aspect of the printer. Three
1 megapixel square images with distinct gradients (linear,
exponential, and sinusoidal) were generated in MATLAB
R2017b and printed on DVD substrates. Optical images (pixel
size = 6.5 μm) of the 10 by 10 mm prints were captured with a
Zeiss Axio Zoom.V16. Each image was corrected for both
background and the non-zero pixel value of the black ink to
obtain the presented graphs.
Drug Loading Demonstration. With the inkjet printer,

the drug in solution was loaded onto a 13 by 13 mm silicon
chip containing a 625 cylindrical microcontainer (∼230 μm
inner diameter and ∼250 μm height with fabrication already
described in the literature70). Two model drugs, furosemide
and propranolol, were chosen for the loading demonstration
and subsequent drug release characterization. In this
demonstration, we chose to mix the drugs with Epson printer
ink to make the printing more apparent (1 mg/mL furosemide
and 10 mg/mL propranolol aqueous solutions were mixed 50/
50 with yellow and magenta ink, respectively). Following 15
print repetitions, the solvents (non-proprietary: water and
glycerol)71 were evaporated by placing the chips on a hotplate
for 30 min at 190 °C. Using double-sided carbon tape, the
chips were mounted on cylindrical stirring magnets (100 rpm)
and loaded into 30 mL cylindrical glass vials. Then, 10 mL
Milli-Q (18.2 MΩ) was added to each vial to initiate the drug
release and spectra (200−720 nm) were collected with a
frequency of 10.87 Hz. In addition, reference spectra were
collected for all both drug−dye combinations to construct the
calibration curves for the wavelengths 500 and 552 nm used in
the signal decomposition. Error bars are standard deviation (n
=2).

Microfluidic Demonstration. The microfluidic system
comprises a bottom, mid, and top layer in polymethyl
methacrylate (PMMA) (laser cut on a CO2 laser: 30 W, 24
× 12; Epilog Laser Mini, CO, USA). The 100 μm-thick layers
were assembled using double-sided tape, and the microfluidic
system was prefilled with DI water using a 200 μL pipette. The
DI water was pipetted into the channel at one inlet, and it was
done slowly to not exceed the pressure barrier in the other
inlet/outlet channels, which would otherwise complicate the
prefilling of the microfluidic system. The chip was mounted in
a customized holder and loaded into the printer. Epson inks
were used for this demonstration, and the chosen test pattern
was printed one time to load the microfluidic system. A time-
lapse video was captured using a Nikon D5600 in automatic
mode. Frames were captured every 10 s for 1 h, every 1 min for
1 h, every 2 min for 150 min, and every 30 min for 36 h. This
was done to visualize the diffusive mixing of the inks in the
simple microfluidic system.
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The Supporting Information is available free of charge at
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acsomega.1c00282.

Annotated photographs of printer modifications, print
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